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1 QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

1.1 My name is Stuart Camp. I am a principal in the national acoustical consulting firm of 

Marshall Day Acoustics. I hold a Science degree from Auckland University, majoring 

in Mathematics and Acoustics. I have worked in the field of acoustics with Marshall 

Day Acoustics for the last 32 years. I established the Christchurch office in 1997. 

1.2 A large percentage of my time involves environmental noise assessments, and I 

have completed numerous projects in New Zealand, Australia, and Malaysia. I have 

presented evidence at both Council and Environment Court hearings many times. 

1.3 My specific experience relevant to the preparation of noise rules includes: 

a) Kiwirail Reverse Sensitivity Guidelines: Development of reverse sensitivity 

guidelines for rail noise in New Zealand; 

b) Ashburton District Plan: Complete review and rewrite of District Plan Noise Rules, 

including presentations to Council, review of submissions, reporting, and 

hearings; 

c) Hurunui District Frost Fans: Development of noise rules for frost fans, including 

reverse sensitivity provisions; 

d) Ashburton Industrial Zone: Plan change to create new business park adjacent to 

established rural residential properties; 

e) Invercargill District Plan. Detailed city-wide review and measurement of noise 

issues, revision of noise rules, and review of submissions; 

f) Southland District Plan: Brief review of noise rules; 

g) Ruapuna Motorsport Park: Development of new noise rules through Council-led 

plan change process. Assistance with development of noise management plan; 

and 

h) Christchurch Entertainment Noise: Review of central city noise provisions, and 

preliminary drafting of new rules. 

1.4 I have also been involved in a number of projects involving noise at Ports, including: 

i) Pacifica Shipping: Monitoring of ship unloading noise, and mitigation advice at 

Lyttelton Port; 

j) Ravensdown Fertiliser: Detailed assessment of proposed 24 hour ship unloading 

operation, including measurements and mitigation; and 
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k) Port Otago: Detailed mitigation investigation for affected dwellings adjacent to 

Port Chalmers. 

1.5 I have been engaged by Christchurch City Council (Council) to assist with noise 

issues relating to the Lyttelton Port Noise Influences Overlay area, as they affect 

proposed rules within the proposed commercial and industrial zones in Lyttelton.  

1.6 I have co-authored the conferencing statement on Noise dated 9 April 2015 with 

Nevil Hegley (the ‘Joint Statement’), which I have attached as Appendix 1 to this 

evidence. 

1.7 I acknowledge that I have read and am familiar with the Environment Court’s Code of 

Conduct for Expert Witnesses, contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 

2014, and agree to comply with it. My qualifications as an expert are set out above. 

Other than where I state that I am relying on the advice of another person, I confirm 

that the issues addressed in this statement of evidence are within my area of 

expertise. I have not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter 

or detract from the opinions that I express. 

2 SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

2.1 As noted in the Joint Statement, Mr Hegley (for the Lyttelton Port Company) and I 

agree on all technical matters. 

2.2 I do not intend to repeat the points discussed in the Joint Statement, other than in 

providing some general points about the rationale supporting my expert opinion. I will 

also briefly comment on key points raised by submitters insofar as they are 

addressed in the revised chapters with amendments reflecting submissions, as 

circulated on 8 April 2015. 

3 INTERNALISATION OF EFFECTS 

3.1 Whilst it is always desirable to contain noise effects within the site generating the 

noise, this is generally not possible with major infrastructure such as ports and 

airports. 

3.2 The New Zealand Standards on noise recognise this, and adopt an approach of 

using noise contours around these activities. The aim is to provide a balance, 

whereby the noise producer adopts appropriate noise management practices to keep 

noise emissions to a realistic level, and controls are placed on the development of 

noise sensitive activities in the vicinity to minimise potential adverse effects. 
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3.3 This approach is now widely adopted throughout New Zealand, and in my view is 

appropriate for the Port of Lyttelton. 

3.4 The noise management aspects of this balance will be addressed within the Special 

Purpose (Lyttelton Port) chapter of the proposed Replacement District Plan (the 

‘Plan’). My evidence only considers the development control aspects, which of 

necessity sit within the commercial and industrial chapters of the Plan. 

4 LYTTELTON PORT NOISE INFLUENCES OVERLAY 

4.1 The Joint Statement discusses the Lyttelton Port Noise Influences Overlay (the ‘Port 

Influences Overlay’) in some detail. 

4.2 In summary, the Port Influences Overlay adopts an approach which is less restrictive 

than that suggested by the New Zealand Port Noise Standard. I support the use of 

the Port Influences Overlay, and consider it should be retained, in conjunction with 

appropriate controls on development, to mitigate potential adverse noise effects. 

5 COMMERCIAL BANKS PENINSULA ZONE—KEY SUBMISSIONS 

5.1 I would like to comment on a key submissions that relate to proposed rules in the 

Commercial Banks Peninsula zone. The numbering I use refers to the 8 April 

Revised Commercial Chapter. 

Rule 15.4.2.1 Permitted Activities 

5.2 The Lyttelton Port Company seek to extend the sound insulation requirements for 

residential activities in two ways. First, they request that the requirements at P14 be 

changed from “bedrooms” to “habitable rooms”. I agree that there is merit in treating 

all parts of a dwelling, but in my view bedrooms require a greater degree of 

protection than other habitable rooms. I recommend that the 30 dB
1
 requirement for 

bedrooms be retained, and a 25 dB
1
 for other habitable rooms. This is addressed at 

paragraph 4.8 of the Joint Statement. 

5.3 The Lyttelton Port Company also seek to apply the same sound insulation 

requirements to all other sensitive activities, as listed at P9, P10, P11, P12, and P15. 

I support this request, subject to the same proviso discussed above. 

                                                   
1
 I use the term 30 dB as a simple version of the complete term “30 dB Dtr, 2m, nTw + Ctr” used in the rule. 
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5.4 As noted at paragraph 4.8 of the Joint Statement, I also recommend that there 

should be a requirement to achieve the ventilation requirements of the Building Code 

at the same time as the noise reduction requirements. 

5.5 I note that these sound insulation rules apply “outside the Lyttelton Port Influences 

Overlay area”. The Commercial Banks Peninsula zone occurs in areas other than 

Lyttelton, and there is therefore a risk that the rules are read as applying to all those 

other areas. This could be addressed by rewording to “Gwithin Lyttelton but outside 

the Lyttelton Port Influences Overlay areaG”. 

Rules 15.4.2.4 and 15.4.2.5.  

5.6 The Lyttelton Port Company seek to provide for sensitive activities within the Port 

Influences Overlay area with non-complying activity status rather than discretionary. I 

support this change, and this is discussed at paragraph 4.5 of the Joint Statement. 

5.7 I note that the Lyttelton Port Company also sought to include a restricted 

discretionary provision allowing one apartment within any commercial building within 

the Port Influences Overlay Area. The revised chapter rejects this request. As noted 

at paragraph 4.5 of the Joint Statement, non-complying status should apply to all 

sensitive activities, and I do not support any exceptions to this. I therefore agree with 

the rejection. 

Submissions by Residents 

5.8 Several submissions by residents ask for the Port Influences Overlay area to be 

deleted. As clearly discussed in the Joint Statement, I consider the overlay to be 

necessary, and strongly recommend rejecting any request to delete it. The Lyttelton 

Port is a 24 hour per day operation, and the nature of Port activities means that some 

night-time activity is inevitably noisy. Noise monitoring undertaken by my company in 

recent years confirms that the level of noise within the Port Influences Overlay area is 

well above what the World Health Organisation
2
 considers appropriate to avoid sleep 

disturbance. In my view, allowing uncontrolled residential development within the 

Port Influences Overlay would lead to an increase in complaints about Port noise, 

and ultimately risk constraining the ability of the Port to operate. 

6 INDUSTRIAL ZONE 

6.1 As noted in the Joint Statement at paragraph 4.6, it is my view that controls on 

sensitive activities in the Commercial Banks Peninsula Zone should also apply to the 

Industrial zone within Lyttelton, to ensure consistency. 

                                                   
2
 Community Noise ed. B. Berglund, T. Lindvall, D H Schwela (prepared for World Health Organisation), 1999 
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6.2 Care will need to be taken in this process, to ensure that the rules do not 

inadvertently end up applying to other industrial areas outside Lyttelton, as discussed 

in paragraph 5.5 above. 

 

 

 

 

Stuart Camp  

13 April 2015 

http://marshallday.com/profile/Stuart-Camp-
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